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ABSTRACT
Due to increasing design complexity, routing congestion has be-
come a critical problem in VLSI designs. This paper introduces
a distributed metric to predict routing congestion for a premapped
netlist and applies it to technology mapping that targets area opti-
mization. Our technology mapping algorithm is guided by a prob-
abilistic congestion map for the subject graph to identify the con-
gested regions. Experimental results on the benchmark circuits in
a 90nm technology show that congestion-aware mapping results in
a reduction of 37%, on an average, in track overflows as compared
to conventional technology mapping.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.6.3 [Design Aids]: Automatic syntheis; Optimization

General Terms
Algorithms, Design

Keywords
Congestion prediction, technology mapping

1. INTRODUCTION
With increasing design complexity, designs are increasingly be-

coming wire-limited [1], thus aggravating the problem of routing
congestion. Although exact routing congestion information is known
only after global routing, failure to address congestion prior to this�This work was supported in part by SRC under contract 2002-TJ-
1092 and those under award NSF CCR-0098117.
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point implies that the designer is left with few degrees of freedom.
Moving one step back, to placement, provides greater flexibilities,
but is still not enough and it is known that this can still leadto
significant design iterations.

It is imperative to address congestion issues early in the design
process to allow for more freedom to reduce congestion, and our
work addresses this issue during the synthesis step. Technology
mapping, which nowadays is interleaved with physical design for
better delay estimation, provides powerful capabilities for absorb-
ing long interconnect wires into internal connections within com-
plex gates, or for splitting complex gates into simpler gates, thus
helping to alter the overall distribution of wires in the layout. Dur-
ing this step, the routing congestion problem may be attacked with
relatively more freedom (albeit relatively less information) than
during placement and routing.

While congestion is an important consideration for technology
mapping, the overriding objectives continue to be metrics such as
area or delay or power. Therefore, it is more appropriate to use
congestion as a constraint rather than as an objective. While op-
timizing for area and delays, it is desirable to ensure that the fi-
nal netlist does not have congested spots, so that long detours are
avoided and the netlist remains routable. Typically, very few places
in the circuit (ideally, zero) should have congestion values that are
greater than some threshold, and the final netlist should be well
optimized from the area and/or delay perspectives. Some related
work in the past is summarized as follows. Stoket al. proposed
a clustering of closely placed cells during technology mapping so
that the matching choices covering distantly placed cells in the sub-
ject graph are ruled out [2]. This approach may result in longwires
in the final netlist, and more importantly, may be so limitingas to
leave a significant portion of the design space unexplored. Pan-
dini et al. proposed wirelength as a metric to be minimized dur-
ing technology mapping in order to reduce the congestion [3]. Al-
though large wirelength may be correlated with high congestion,
the correlation is rather poor, and therefore, this may not result in
an effective optimization. This observation has been borneout by
recent work by the same authors [4], who state that such a met-
ric, when considered during technology mapping employing atra-
ditional cost function (K1�Area+K2�Delay+K3�Wirelength,
whereK1, K2, andK3 are constants), may not result in decreased
congestion. As pointed out by them, congestion is a local property



that varies from bin to bin, and it is difficult to capture its effects
using a global metric like wirelength. This observation ledthem to
the conclusion that congestion can only be targeted using iterative
placement and technology mapping. However, such a conclusion
is valid only when the congestion optimization is performedusing
an indirect global metric in a traditional fashion. Insteadof trying
to absorb the congestion information into a single metric, we work
with information about the distribution of congestion overthe en-
tire layout. The contributions of our work can be summarizedas
follows.� Using empirical data obtained from several benchmarks, us-

ing different scripts, placement algorithms, and libraries, we
show the fidelity between the congestion maps for the subject
graph and the mapped netlists, and then exploit this fidelity
during technology mapping.� Instead of using an indirect metric such as wirelength, we use
probabilistic congestion estimates to guide our technology
mapping; these were shown in [5] to have good fidelity with
post-routing congestion.� The congestion cost function is defined such that the map-
per chooses area-optimal matches when the corresponding
wires are likely to pass through a sparsely congested region,
while congestion-optimal matches are chosen when the cor-
responding wires are likely to pass through a densely con-
gested region. Thus, different optimization modes are ap-
plied at different places in the circuit depending on the con-
text. To the best of our knowledge, such selective optimiza-
tion has not been applied during technology mapping in the
published literature.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Routing congestion depends on the following factors: the con-

nectivity of the network, its placement, and the routing solution.
Since there is relatively less freedom to attack routing congestion
during the placement and routing stages, we concentrate on the first
factor in this paper. The technology mapping step makes crucial
decisions regarding the connectivity of the network, sincethe map-
ping of primitive gates to the library cells determines the set of
wires that will be present in the circuit netlist. Traditionally, this
has been carried out without any placement information. Although
this has changed in recent physical synthesis vendor offerings, most
approaches focus on the prediction of wirelength based on bound-
ing box estimates that ignore congestion. The estimation ofrouting
congestion without a placement for a network is, if not impossible,
liable to be highly inaccurate, and one may have to rely on high
level metrics such as adhesion [6]. However, this is a very new
metric and several open questions about it remain unanswered: for
example, whether it can be measured in a computationally efficient
manner, and whether its fidelity is valid for mapped netlists. On
the other hand, probabilistic congestion estimation [5] used after
the placement of a mapped network has been demonstrated to cor-
relate well with the congestion map generated after the routing, on
both academic and industrial benchmark circuits. The estimation
method divides the layout into bins and computes the congestion
for a given bin under all possible routes for a given net. The con-
gestion is defined as follows.

DEFINITION 2.1. The congestion for a given bin is the ratio of
number of tracks required to route the nets through the bin to the
number of tracks available.

We use the probabilistic method of [5] to guide our technology
mapping algorithm. However, even such a method is difficult to
adapt, since only the premapped netlist is available prior to tech-
nology mapping, and the level of correlation between the proba-
bilistic congestion maps of the premapped netlist and the mapped
netlist has not been studied in the past. One contribution ofthis
work is to perform such a study. From empirical evidence obtained
using different logic synthesis scripts and placement algorithms on
a variety of benchmarks, we show a good congestion correlation
between premapped and mapped netlists. Once we establish the
congestion correlation between the premapped and mapped netlist,
the problem of congestion-aware technology mapping can be de-
fined as follows.

PROBLEM DEFINITION 1. Given a subject graph of a network
and a library of gates, synthesize an area-optimized network such
that the maximum (horizontal/vertical) congestion over all of the
bins is less than the given threshold.

3. CONGESTION FIDELITY
This section explores the level of fidelity between the conges-

tion estimates before and after technology mapping for any given
circuit. For a given circuit, a netlist before technology mapping
contains primitive gates such as 2-input NANDs, and technology
mapping creates a netlist consisting of a set of gates from the given
library. We refer to a netlist before technology mapping as asub-
ject graph or a premapped netlist and that after technology map-
ping as amapped netlist. Intuitively, the premapped and mapped
netlist for a given circuit share the same global connectivity since
the mapper absorbs some wires of the subject graph into the internal
nodes of library cells, leaving other wires untouched. Thispoints
towards the possibility of good fidelity between congestionmaps
for premapped and mapped netlists. However, congestion also de-
pends on the placement of elements (primitive gates or gatesin
the library) in the netlist. Placement algorithms used by commer-
cial tools and in academia are typically based either on recursive
multi-level bisectioning or force-directed quadratic programming.
It would be useful to understand, even empirically, whetherthese
placement algorithms react to the same global connectivityand
block area constraints in a similar way. If so, there may be a good
congestion correlation between premapped and mapped netlist. We
explore this issue by performing a set of experiments using differ-
ent placers, different logic synthesis scripts, differentlibraries, and
different benchmarks.

3.1 Experimental setup
To verify the fidelity between congestion estimates before and

after technology mapping, we placed several premapped netlists,
and the corresponding mapped netlists using the same block area
and the same placement of input/output terminals. Two different
placement algorithms were used – a recursive bisectioning based al-
gorithm in a publicly available tool, Capo [7], and a force-directed
quadratic algorithm, Kraftwerk [8], implemented in a proprietary
industrial placer. Different scripts, such asrugged, boolean, al-
gebraic, espresso, and speedup in SIS [9] were used for prepro-
cessing the netlists before technology mapping employing different
libraries in SIS as well as an industrial library used for high perfor-
mance microprocessor designs. Mapping was performed in SISus-
ing themap -s -n 0 -AFG -p command that performs area and fanout
optimization. No layout information was used to guide this technol-
ogy mapping. Placement using Capo [7] was performed with de-
fault options to minimize the total wirelength based on halfperime-
ter bounding box estimates, while placement using Kraftwerk [8]



was performed to minimize total wirelength as well as congestion.
The premapped netlist is an abstract Boolean network. Since

the number of nodes in this netlist is large, the area of primitive
gates must be scaled by a certain factor to present the same white
space constraints for the placement as the mapped netlist. This
factor is computeda priori as a ratio of the targeted gate area to
the area of premapped network. Note that this factor is readily
available given the block area, the percentage area utilization, the
premapped netlist, and the cell library, and does not require any
testcase-specific tuning.

3.2 Experimental results
We show results for a few representative benchmarks: C432,

C6288, C7552, and an industrial circuit containing an instruction
decoder (IDC) in a high-performance microprocessor. Similar re-
sults are observed on other circuits, but are not shown here due to
space limitations. Apart from the vastly different functionalities,
the sizes of these benchmarks also vary from a few hundred cells to
a few thousand cells. Figures 1 (a) and (b) show congestion maps
for the benchmark IDC for the mapped and premapped netlists,re-
spectively. The placement of both the networks is performedusing
Kraftwerk. In these plots, the XY plane shows the two dimensions
of the layout area, while the Z-axis depicts the congestion.Visu-
ally, one can conclude that the distribution shown in Figure1(b) is
similar in nature to the congestion map shown in Figure 1(a).

Representative results for some ISCAS’85 benchmarks and the
IDC circuit using different scripts, libraries, and placers are shown
in Table 1. Columns 2, 3, and 4 show the scripts used, the number
of cells in the mapped netlists, and placement tools used, respec-
tively. Technology mapping in SIS [9] is performed using thearea
and fanout optimization option, employing the lib2.genliblibrary
in SIS and an industrial library. It is worth noting that the mapped
netlist is fanout-optimized, which possibly restructuresthe network
after the mapping and may affect the global connectivity adversely.
Columns 5 (6) and 7 (8) in the table show the average and maxi-
mum horizontal (vertical) congestion, respectively, while columns
9 and 10 show the statistical correlation between the congestion
in premapped and mapped netlist. The correlation is defined asE[(X��X)(Y��Y )℄�X�Y , whereE[℄ is the expectation,� is the mean,�
is the standard deviation; in our case,X andY correspond to the
congestion in the premapped and mapped netlists, respectively. A
correlation value closer to 1 (-1) means that two random variables
are strongly positively (negatively) correlated, while a value close
to 0 means that variables are weakly correlated [10].

3.3 Justification based on experimental results
In spite of fanout optimization that may affect the global con-

nectivity and hence congestion fidelity, the congestion correlation
between subject graph and mapped netlist is always greater than
0.6, and is often quite close to 1, for all the netlists. One may de-
duce the following based on these experimental results.� Across different libraries, scripts, benchmarks, fanout opti-

mization, and placement algorithms, a good correlation ex-
ists between the congestion map for the subject graph and
congestion map for a mapped netlist.� The reasons for the congestion correlation are likely to be
the similarities in the global connectivity in the subject graph
and the mapped netlist, the similar block area and I/O termi-
nal constraints, and the way any reasonable placement algo-
rithms react to such resemblances in global connectivity and
the block area constraints.

4. CONGESTION-AWARE MAPPING
For the purposes of congestion-aware technology mapping, the

sparsely congested and densely congested regions must be iden-
tified. From the above experiments that demonstrate the conges-
tion correlation between a subject graph and its mapped netlist,
we can conclude that the former netlist is accurate enough for this
purpose. The primary objective of our congestion-aware technol-
ogy mapper is area minimization, and we employ a variation ofa
dynamic programming-based technology mapping algorithm [11].
The technology mapping procedure involves the matching andcov-
ering phases: the former comprises storing the set of optimal matches
at each node, while the latter involves constructing the network by
selecting from the matches stored during the matching.

4.1 Example
A pure area minimization objective during technology mapping

can result in poor congestion, and Figure 2 illustrates a case where
suboptimal area matches may reduce congestion. Assume thatall
of the bins, shown as dashed squares in the figure, are congested
and a match for the AOI33 function is considered. The inputs to
the match enter through top and bottom bins on the left, whilethe
output leaves from the middle bin on the right. Figure 2(a) shows
one possible match containing two three-input NANDs, a two-input
NAND, and an inverter, while Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c) showan
alternative match, an AOI33, under two different placements. To
simplify the computations, if we use the number of bin-boundary
crossings as the congestion metric, instead of the probabilistic con-
gestion metric, then the cost for the match in Figure 2(a) is 12,
while that for the AOI33 matches in Figures 2(b) and (c) are 20and
15, respectively. The latter also happens to be the minimum over
all placements for the area-optimal AOI33 match. It is clearthat
the match in Figure 2(a) distributes the logic and therefore, creates
lower congestion. This example also highlights limitations of the
placement in alleviating congestion, when area-optimal matches
are chosen.

The cost of wires depends on the context: wires are inexpensive
in sparsely congested regions, but are expensive in denselycon-
gested regions due to possible detours and hampered routability.
One way to reduce this cost in densely congested zones without
penalizing the design excessively is to account for their congestion
contributions only in those zones. Our congestion-aware mapping
heuristic serves this purpose well: in densely congested spots, it
considers probabilistic routes based on the center-of-gravity loca-
tions for all possible matches and chooses the match that minimizes
the congestion, while in sparsely congested spots, it chooses area-
optimal matches.

4.2 Congestion cost computation

w6’w2
w3’
w2’
w1’

w3

w1

(a)

w6w5w4

(b)

 

Figure 3: Computing the congestion cost of a match: (a) An
example subject graph, (b) One possible match.

The congestion-aware mapping heuristic requires the assignment
of a congestion cost, along with an area cost, to each match. The
congestion cost depends on the total congestion caused due to the



Figure 1: Vertical congestion for IDC for (a) the mapped netlist and (b) the premapped netlist.script.boolean is used for preprocessing
the netlist and Kraftwerk [8] is employed for placement.
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Figure 2: Mapping choices: (a) Sub-optimal area and required tracks = 12, (b) Area-optimal and tracks required = 20, (c) Area-
optimal and tracks required = 15.

nets subsumed by a match, its fanin nets and its fanout nets. Specif-
ically, it is given by,ostCMath = � ostCnet reated � � ostCnet subsumed (1)

where,ostCMath is the congestion cost of the match,ostCnet reated
(ostCnet subsumed) is the congestion cost of the nets created (sub-
sumed) by the match. For example, for a 3-input NAND match
shown in Figure 3(b) corresponding to the subject graph shown in
Figure 3(a), the congestion cost is as follows:ostCNand3 = Cw10 + Cw20 + Cw30 + Cw60 � (Cw1+Cw2 + Cw3 + Cw4 +Cw5 +Cw6) (2)

The netsw10, w20, w30, andw60 correspond to the new location
of the match and the fanins and fanouts of the match; we compute
the new location of a match as the center of gravity of the loca-
tions of its fanin and fanout gates. Multi-terminal nets aremodeled
using cliques for the congestion computation, and congestion con-
tribution of each edge is scaled by a factor of2=n, wheren is the
number of edges.

The congestion cost of a wire depends on the route and the con-
gestion in the bins that the route passes through. Probabilistically,
all of the routes in the bounding box of the net are assumed to be
equally possible1 [5]. If a congestion (say 0.4) in a bin in the bound-
ing box of the net is small as compared to the threshold congestion1This assumption may not always be true. Typically, routers try to
minimize vias and therefore, for two terminal nets only L andZ
routes are considered. Such information can be taken into account
while generating the congestion map.

w1

w2

Congestion [1, 2)

Congestion [0.5, 1)

Congestion [0, 0.5]

Figure 4: Context-dependent congestion cost for the wires.

(say 1.0, for instance), then the congestion contribution of that net
for that bin is assumed to be 0. This is because a small value of
the congestion metric corresponds to the availability of numerous
tracks, and the routability of the net through the bin is unaffected.
However, if the bin is congested, then the probabilistic congestion
contribution of the net to that bin must be considered as its routabil-
ity is hampered. In case of Figure 4, wiresw1 andw2 will have
different congestion costs even though the shortest routesin both
the cases may have the same length; the congestion cost ofw1 will
be zero and the congestion cost ofw2 will have a positive value as
its bounding box contains congested bins. The following equation
captures this causality relation between routability and congestion
while computing the congestion cost of a net,ostCnet,ostCnet = �fBin2BoundingBox(net):C(Bin)>CmaxgCBinnet (3)

whereC(Bin) is the congestion in a bin,Cmax is the threshold



Example script # Cells Placer congestion after/before mapping Correlation
Max. H Max. V Ave. H Ave. V H V

C432 rugged 257 Capo 1.27/1.45 1.46/1.99 0.41/0.47 0.48/0.65 0.91 0.90
C432 algebraic 237 Capo 1.22/1.15 1.38/1.6 0.37/0.35 0.44/0.51 0.97 0.96
C432 boolean 375 Capo 1.04/1.55 1.42/1.68 0.43/0.45 0.51/0.67 0.95 0.94
C432 speedup 265 Capo 1.08/1.22 1.25/1.5 0.34/0.41 0.40/0.55 0.92 0.91
C6288 rugged 2311 Capo 1.73/1.34 1.88/2.00 0.69/0.57 0.81/0.82 0.85 0.86
C6288 algebraic 2275 Capo 1.37/1.79 1.55/2.20 0.50/0.73 0.60/0.98 0.76 0.78
C6288 boolean 2329 Capo 0.89/0.85 1.05/1.32 0.40/0.40 0.48/0.66 0.75 0.71
C6288 speedup 4182 Capo 1.11/1.10 1.34/1.39 0.41/0.48 0.51/0.66 0.78 0.81
C7552 algebraic 1521 Kraftwerk 2.60/2.70 2.70/2.40 0.61/0.71 0.66/0.71 0.81 0.76
C7552 rugged 2060 Kraftwerk 2.04/2.05 2.27/2.26 0.65/0.69 0.71/0.79 0.64 0.68
C7552 boolean 1582 Kraftwerk 2.23/2.50 2.50/2.00 0.61/0.74 0.66/0.71 0.82 0.83
C7552 espresso 1457 Kraftwerk 1.68/2.10 1.85/2.20 0.64/0.69 0.69/0.79 0.73 0.65
C6288 algebraic 2528 Kraftwerk 1.60/1.48 1.05/1.35 0.52/0.61 0.58/0.64 0.77 0.76
C6288 rugged 2391 Kraftwerk 1.50/2.00 2.00/2.00 0.53/0.62 0.58/0.63 0.63 0.62
C6288 boolean 2583 Kraftwerk 1.49/1.79 1.61/1.82 0.47/0.54 0.53/0.57 0.64 0.70
C6288 espresso 2549 Kraftwerk 1.76/1.79 2.06/2.09 0.52/0.62 0.59/0.66 0.61 0.64
IDC rugged 972 Kraftwerk 1.25/1.30 1.13/1.47 0.65/0.60 0.60/0.65 0.67 0.68
IDC algebraic 800 Kraftwerk 2.09/1.67 2.06/1.80 0.50/0.47 0.53/0.45 0.70 0.61
IDC boolean 1622 Kraftwerk 1.75/1.78 1.52/1.23 0.57/0.59 0.64/0.65 0.67 0.66
IDC espresso 2233 Kraftwerk 1.89/1.93 2.17/2.24 0.51/0.55 0.56/0.55 0.75 0.74

Table 1: Congestion comparison for the netlists before and after technology mapping. Max. (Ave.) corresponds to maximum
(average), while H (V) corresponds to horizontal (vertical).

congestion, andCBinnet is the congestion due to the specific net
within the bin. It is easily seen that this definition filters out the
contributions of uncongested bins from the congestion cost.
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Figure 5: Computing the congestion cost of a wire probabilisti-
cally as in [5].

The bounding box for a two-terminal net is shown in Figure 5.
It contains 16 bins, and the congestion value associated with each
bin is shown in the figure. For the net connecting terminals 1 and
2, six possible L- and Z-shaped routes are shown for the purpose
of illustration2. To compute the congestion cost, if the threshold
value of congestion (Cmax) is set to 1.0, then we consider only the
congested bins for which congestion value is greater than 1.0, i.e.,
bins for which the congestion metric is 1.1 and 1.2. Three routes
(route 1, 4, and 5) pass through the bin with congestion 1.1, while
two routes (route 3 and 5) pass through the bin with congestion 1.2.
Assuming all the routes to be equally possible, the demand (the ra-
tio of number of paths passing through the bin to the total number
of paths) for tracks in the latter bin is26 . Similarly, the demand
for tracks in the former bin is36 . Using the definition 2.1, con-2In practice, we use probabilistic congestion estimates that con-
sider river routes as well.

gestion contribution of the net for these bins can be computed by
dividing the demands by the number of available tracks (NTraks).
Employing Equation 3, the congestion cost of the net is givenbyostCnet = 1NTraks � (26 + 36) (4)

The congestion cost for a match can be calculated from that ofits
incident nets. A positive cost implies that it may increase the con-
gestion beyond the threshold value in some bins, while a negative
cost implies that it may decrease the congestion in some of the bins
where congestion exceeds the threshold value.

4.3 Description of the algorithm

Algorithm 1 CongestionMatch(Match1(C1 ; A1; D1),
Match2(C2; A2; D2) ).

if (C1 ==C2) then
if (A1 < A2)jj((A1 == A2)&&(D1 < D2)) then

return Match1;
else

return Match2;
end if

end if
if (C1 < C2) then

return Match1;
else

return Match2;
end if

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for choosing the best match
at a node during the matching phase of the mapping algorithm.The
triplet (Ci; Ai; Di) denotes the congestion cost, area cost, and de-
lay cost associated with matchi. The function CongestionMatch()
is called for every match at a node during the matching phase to
decide the best one to be stored at the node. The congestion cost
is given priority over the area and delay only in congested regions,
and area-optimal matches will be chosen for the nodes in the sparsely
congested regions, as stated by the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 1. If bins in bounding boxes of all of the nets,



corresponding to all of the matches at a node, have congestion val-
ues that are smaller than the threshold congestion, then an area-
optimal match will be stored as the best match at that node.

PROOF. This is a direct consequence from the fact that the con-
gestion cost for all nets corresponding to all of the matchesfor such
a case is zero from Equation (3), and the pseudocode shows that un-
der this scenario, the area-optimal match is always chosen.

REMARK 1. The above result is important for congestion-aware
mapping, since previous work in [4] has shown that the traditional
way of considering the cost, (K1 � Area+K2 �Wirelength) dur-
ing technology mapping requires different values ofK2 in the dif-
ferent regions in the circuit as a single value ofK2 fails to cap-
ture the importance of congestion in different regions. Choosing
a single value ofK2 may correspond to the case in which entire
circuit is uniformly congested with a single congestion value. In
reality, the congestion in the circuit varies continuouslyfrom 0 to
1, or is even>1, while the routability changes in a discrete man-
ner: in case of a bin with congestion value> 1, at least, some nets
are detoured, or are unroutable, while routability of all the nets is
unaffected when the congestion for the bin is<1. Assigning the
congestion cost to the nets in the congested bins accounts for this
discrete nature of routability and also allows the mapper toselect
area-optimal matches in the sparsely congested regions. Both of
these purposes are critical and are served by our algorithm,while
previous approaches [2,3] have not addressed these.

The time complexity of our congestion-aware technology map-
ping is almost unchanged from that of a conventional technology
mapping. The congestion cost computation of a match takesO(jNetsMathj � NBins), wherejNetsMathj is the number of
nets associated with a match andNBins is the number of bins over
entire layout;NBins is a constant for a given layout. Therefore,
congestion cost computation takesO(jNetsMathj) time, the same
as that required for structural matching used in the SIS mapper [9].

Pre-routed blockages in the design can be incorporated intoour
congestion cost by reducing the appropriate number of tracks in the
corresponding bins. Most placers are adequate at handling block-
ages. Therefore, subject graph nodes or mapped cells are notplaced
in blocked areas. While long wires may require repeaters that are
not visible in the subject graph, observe that these buffersdo not
change the congestion cost.

4.4 Limitations of the algorithm
Since this technology mapping procedure is applied to tree struc-

tures after the initial subject graph generation and the decomposi-
tion of DAG’s into trees, the algorithm does not have any control
over high fanout nets, or over the fanout nets created due to matches
at the roots3 of the trees. The congestion due to these high fanout
nets is controlled by the structure of initial network and fanout op-
timization. The effectiveness of the congestion-aware mapper pro-
posed here is influenced by the scripts used for technology inde-
pendent optimization, technology decomposition, and fanout opti-
mization after technology mapping.

In our current implementation, we do not update the congestion
map dynamically during technology mapping. However, this up-
date can be easily carried out during the covering phase, thus al-
lowing a more accurate selection of the best match stored at anode,
provided multiple congestion-aware matches are stored in addition
to an area-optimal one.3All of the nodes in the tree have a fanout of 1 but for the root.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Subject graph
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Figure 6: Conventional and congestion-aware mapping flows.

The probabilistic congestion estimation algorithm from [5] and
the congestion-aware technology mapper were implemented in
C/C++ and incorporated in SIS [9]. The subject graphs were cre-
ated by runningscript.rugged followed by tech decomp -o 2 in
SIS [9]. We present a set of experimental results obtained using
a force-directed quadratic placer, Kraftwerk [8], and a proprietary
industrial maze router. The experimental flow used in our experi-
ments is as shown in Figure 6. For congestion-aware mapping,a
subject graph was first created and placed using Kraftwerk. The
congestion map for the subject graph was then generated and used
in our congestion-aware mapper. After technology mapping,the
circuits were placed using Kraftwerk followed by global routing
using proprietary router. In all of our experiments, a bin-size of4:8� 4:8�m2 was used.

Table 2 shows the post-routing results obtained using our in-
house Kraftwerk placer and maze router for conventionally mapped
and congestion-aware netlists. Technology mapping is performed
employing a proprietary cell library used in high-performance mi-
croprocessor designs. Our experiments use a 90nm technology and
allow the router to use 4 metal layers4: metal 1 with no preferred
direction, metals 2 and 4 for the horizontal direction, and metal
3 for the vertical direction. The entries of the form ‘a / b’ inthe
Columns 3 through 7 mean ‘a’ (‘b’) corresponds to convention-
ally (congestion-aware) mapped netlist. The block area shown in
Column 2 is used for both of these netlists for the benchmarks
shown in Column 1. Since the same block area is used for both
the netlists, there is no area penalty. Columns 3, 4, and 5 show the
average row utilization, the overflow after global routing,and the
number of bins with congestion more than 1.0, respectively,while
Columns 6 and 7 show the maximum and average congestion, re-
spectively. For small benchmarks such as C1355, C432, and C880,
a small number of bins are congested in the conventionally mapped
netlists while none of the bins is congested in the congestion-aware
mapped netlists. This shows that congestion problem for a few bins
can be easily resolved by congestion-aware mapped netlist without
any area penalty. C499 and C1908 show zero routing track over-
flows, while other small benchmarks have only a few congested
bins, indicating that routing congestion is not a critical problem for
designs up to a few hundred cells. As the design size grows be-
yond a thousand cells, routing congestion starts becoming acritical
problem, as indicated by increased track overflows for benchmarks
such as IDC, C6288, and C7552. In these cases, the congestion-
aware mapped netlists have been able to reduce the track overflows
by 87%, 43%, and 29% while the number of congested bins has de-
creased by 81%, 65%, and 25%, respectively. Based on the increase
in average congestion for all of the benchmarks, accompanied by a4While 90 nm and subsequent process generations have a large
number of metal layers, the upper layers are usually reserved for
global signal, global clock and power distributions, leaving block
synthesis to operate in the lower layers [12].



Circuit Area Row utilization Overflow Congested bins Congestion�m2 % # Maximum Average
IDC 6919 63 / 70 83 / 10 32 / 6 1.3 / 1.2 0.53 / 0.60
C432 1728 66 / 69 1 / 0 1 / 0 1.1 / 0.9 0.35 / 0.37
C499 2618 64 / 73 0 / 0 0 / 0 0.9 / 1.0 0.34 / 0.40
C6288 16920 61 / 68 32 / 18 20 / 7 1.3 / 1.3 0.49 / 0.52
C7552 17633 61 / 67 655 / 461 258 / 193 1.3 / 1.3 0.65 / 0.65
C1355 2380 68 / 79 2 / 0 1 / 0 1.3 / 0.9 0.35 / 0.43
C1908 2457 68 / 78 0 / 0 0 / 0 0.8 / 0.9 0.34 / 0.40
C880 2534 71 / 82 4 / 1 2 / 1 1.3 / 1.2 0.42 / 0.48

Average 65 / 73 97 / 61 39 / 25 1.16 / 1.08 0.43 / 0.48

Table 2: Comparison of area-oriented mapping with congestion-aware mapping. Placement and routing was performed using an
in-house force-directed placer and router for a 90nm technology.

reduction in the number of congested bins and the number of track
overflows, we see that congestion-aware mapping tends to mapthe
logic so as to distribute the congestion from densely congested re-
gions to the sparsely congested regions.

For large benchmarks, the wiring distributions obtained after global
routing showed significant improvements as a result of our congestion-
aware technology mapping flow. The improvement in the wiring
distribution is best exemplified by a reduction in the incidence of
detours on the routes, where we define the detour of a route as the
difference between its actual length and the total size of its mini-
mum spanning tree (MST5).
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Figure 7: Number of nets vs. detour length (�m) for the IDC
circuit.

Figure 7 shows plot of the number of nets vs. detour for the
benchmark IDC. Similar wire distribution plots were obtained for
other benchmarks. In the figure, the log-scale Y-axis shows the
number of nets, while the X-axis shows the detour, in�m, for all the
nets on a linear scale. The height of a dashed (solid) bar in the fig-
ure represents the number of nets in the conventional (congestion-
aware) netlist for a given detour range. It can be observed that5Because of the canonicity of MST’s, MST estimates are used to
compute the detours even though they tend to be overestimates as
compared to minimum Steiner estimates.
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Figure 8: Scatter plots of net-lengths vs. detour length (�m) for
the IDC circuit.

for shorter detour ranges number of nets in the congestion-aware
netlist dominates their conventional counterpart, while as the de-
tour length increases, the number of nets from the conventional
netlist dominates that in congestion-aware netlist. Although the
total number of wires increases in the congestion-aware case, most
of this increase occurs at short wire lengths, as seen from the figure.

Figure 8 shows plot of net-length vs. detour length for all the nets
in congestion-aware and conventionally mapped netlist forIDC. In
the figure, the symbols ‘+’ and ‘�’ indicate the actual length, in�m, of a net belonging to the corresponding detour range, in�m,
specified on the X-axis, for the congestion-aware and convention-
ally mapped netlist, respectively. In the figure, a ’�’ corresponding
to 230�m on the Y-axis and in the column for 70�m on the X-axis
implies that there is a net of length 230�m whose detour length lies
between 67.5 to 72.5�m in the conventional netlist. It can be seen
from the figure that the conventional netlist tends to have longer
detours than the congestion-aware netlist, especially on its longer
wires. The congestion-aware technology mapping not only tends
to reduce the length of the long wires, but also tends to routethem
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Figure 9: Scatter plots of net-length vs. detour length for long
(> 100�m) nets in the IDC circuit.

with smaller detours (hence, making them more predictable prior
to the routing).

Figure 9 shows the nets whose length is greater than 100�m,
since these are the nets that are usually responsible for therout-
ing problems; ‘+’ and ‘�’ have the same meaning as in Figure 8.
Congestion-aware mapping tends to reduce the length of the longest
wires, as is apparent from a larger population of ‘�’ as compared
to ‘+’ in the figure. This is achieved by allowing the shorter wires
to have slightly longer detours as compared to conventionalmap-
ping. However, since the predictability of the short wires is usually
not a problem, the increased detours of the short wires do notim-
pact the design convergence adversely. Furthermore, the reduction
in the detours of the wires under congestion-aware mapping also
improves the predictability of their length, delay, load, and repeater
requirements prior to routing.

6. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a distributed metric to predict routing con-

gestion at the logic synthesis stage and demonstrated its fidelity to
post-mapping routing congestion. Based on the congestion correla-
tions between premapped and mapped netlists, we have performed
congestion-aware technology mapping considering congestion in-
formation on the subject graph. Experimental results on a set of
benchmarks show a consistent improvement in the congestionand
better wiring distributions.
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